


ON AND AROUND THE TABLE

On and around the table: plates, cutlery, glasses and 
many other accessories to assist in enjoying the best 
possible quality of food and drink, and to take pleasure 
in company. 
For friendship, love, work or for pure and simple company, 
the table has always brought people together from far 
and wide.
At lunch or at dinner, people come to the table to dine, 
an irreplaceable way to resolve arguments or joyously 
celebrate peaceful, happy events.



wHISTORY & LEGEND

THE TABLE AND ETIQUETTE

It is a code that sets out the expectations of social 
behaviour, including the conventional standards of how 
to lay a table and how to behave there. 
Synonyms include “social graces” and “Ps and Qs”. 
The Italian term for etiquette, “galateo”, comes from 
Galeazzo Florimonte, Bishop of Sessa Aurunca, the 
inspiration for Monsignor Giovanni della Casa to pen his 
well-known tome on civilised living, “Il Galateo, overo 
de’ costumi” (Galateo: the Rules of Polite Behaviour), 

The photograph here shows how to lay a table for an 



Cutlery

HISTORY AND LEGEND
There are many takes on how to use cutlery, to cut and 
raise food to the mouth. There is consensus that the 
knife is the oldest implement.
Since its appearance, knives have been used to cut and 
skewer meats for consumption.
Indeed, the knife and the hands, especially the first 
three fingers of the right hand, were for many centuries 
the cutlery used by the human race to consume food.
Later came spoons, small bowls with a handle, for liquid 
food. The spoon is a direct descendant of the cupped 
hand, used by our ancestors to drink.
The fork did not arrive until much later. In fact, other 
than documented exceptions from the 1st and 2nd century 
AD, it was not until 1060 when a Byzantine Princess 
married the then-Doge of Venice.
Legend has it that the Princess dined with a small golden 
fork with three prongs.
Cutlery as we know it today only came about in the 17th 
century.
At the end of the era of great feasts, with large numbers 
of guests, each of whom brought their own knife or 
cutlery, came the time of luncheons with fewer people. 
This is how the custom, then culture, of providing guests 
with cutlery developed.
Then came dinner services with their multiplicity of 
elements: knives, spoons and especially forks in a variety 
of shapes and sizes.
This tradition is now refined, on the international 
market, by the prestigious Made in Italy dinner services 
produced by I BIAGI.
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Knife

The concept of the knife as an indispensable accessory for daily 
meals is lost in the mists of time. 
In the Middle Ages, this exceptional object was entirely 
personal. 
Everyone had their own one, usually stored in a leather pouch. 
When someone ate, it was for their exclusive use.
The quality and value of the knife was proportional to its 
owner’s social standing.
Wealthier people had costly knives, embellished with precious 
materials and engraved with their name or their family crest. 
Knives were then very sharp and serrated on both sides of the 
blade, so they could be used to cut and skewer meat to raise it 
to the mouth.
Table knives have now evolved according to their use. The 
sharp point has mostly disappeared, with the serrated edge only 
on one side of the blade.



The invention of the fork meant people no longer had to use their 
hands to eat, especially for semi-liquid foods, legumes, cooked or raw 
vegetables and pasta. 
In ancient times, the bare hands were used as a fork. 
The fork is therefore not only to avoid getting dirty, to not have to 

of tablecloths and napkins, but means that food does not become 
contaminated, or indeed a source of contamination. 
A fork originally had two tips, called prongs, which then increased to 
three, for obvious reasons. There are now four. 
The story goes that this custom began in Italy, in Naples during the 
reign of the Bourbon King Ferdinand I. He was a great consumer of dry 
pasta topped with tomato sauce. To make it easier to eat, the Court 
Chamberlain opted for adding a prong. There is another curiosity in 
the fork, always laid to the left of the plate, with the prongs pointing 
upwards. However, in France, the prongs are placed with the tips on the 
table. This is why French forks are manufactured with a small logo on 
the back below the prongs.



Spoon

The Italian term “cucchiaio” (spoon) comes from the Latin “cochlea” 
(shell), probably because mollusc shells were the first natural 
object used by humans to raise liquids to the mouth. 
Even in ancient Greece, the civilisation par excellence, they saw 
no need for cutlery. Food was placed in bitesize chunks before the 
diner, whose right hand was the only “tool” they used. 
The Romans were the first to use spoons.
 They had two kinds, the first, “ligula” (from lingua, tongue), with 
an oval bowl and curved handle, used to spread sauces, a favourite of 
Roman cuisine. The second type was the “cochlear”, with a flat round 
bowl and a straight, pointed handle, used to prise fruit from its skin 
or to consume raw eggs. The tip was used to open the shell, with the 
bowl to eat the contents. 
The ornamentation of these utensils, mostly forged in silver, varied 
according to the fashions at the time.

commissioned tablespoons in enamelled or jewel-encrusted gold. 

also changed. Since then, we have only used three fingers to grasp 
the handle, instead of the palm of the hand. 
As good manners emerged, the spoon took on the shape we know today.



Dishes

The plate was already known in the ancient civilisations of Crete, Greece, 
Etruria and Rome. A plate could be made in a wide variety of materials, 
from glass and wood, earthenware and crystal to terracotta, the most 
common. The tables of the elite could even feature gold or silver plates 
encrusted with precious stones.Flat bread was often used for a similar 
purpose. Known as mensa, bread appears to have been used as such even 
after the fall of the Roman Empire. In the Middle Ages, plates were 

did gold and silver begin to be used, the latter with engraving, embossing, 
enamel and settings of precious stones. The “richest” plates were not 
only everyday objects but were also hung on walls or framed. In the 

with the smooth form becoming contoured, especially with ribbing and 

to produce porcelain, after the discovery of its composition by King 
Augustus II the Strong of Saxony. The secret of “white gold” travelled 
from Germany to Florence and Naples, where the famous factories were 

be used as trays. Plates are now usually round and slightly concave, with 
the centre known as the well and the edge the lip, and are mostly made of 
ceramics or porcelain. 



Glasses

shells, bark or the like. A hollowed-out horn, as used by the Egyptians, 
Persians and Etruscans, was in its own way a developed manufactured 

commercialise transparent receptacles. 
In early Roman times, drinking vessels made of glass were perfected, with 

continued to drink from wooden, clay or metal containers. 

with a longer stem and a broader coupe. 

or diamond-etching. Today, wine is drunk from different kinds of glasses. 

sparkling wines.  A large balloon is suited to vintage red wines, and as 
glasses for water, soft drinks or fruit juice.
The must-have is the coupe, said to be based on the breasts of Madame de 
Pompadour, best for high-quality sparkling wines. 



Accessories are vital additions to the table.
No-one pays any attention. Pass the salt, pass me the oil, everyday phrases about mundane things that no-one really thinks about much.

bottles, sauce bowls, wine coolers and so on are essential elements for a good meal. Their use has grown over time, to become practically indispensable.
No longer extras, but real stars in themselves.



Asburgo

500B050/G: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500B051/G: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500B054/G: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500B055/G: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS

BRONZE AND INOX GOLD FINISHING



AsburgoAsburgo

500B050/S: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500B051/S: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500B054/S: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500B055/S: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS500B050/GX: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500B051/GX: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500B054/GX: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500B055/GX: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS

BRONZE AND INOX SILVER FINISHINGBRONZE  GOLD FINISHING AND INOX



BRONZE SILVER FINISHING AND INOX INOX FINISHING 

Asburgo

500V050/X SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500V051/X: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500V052/X: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500V055/X SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS500B050/SX: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500B051/SX: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500B054/SX: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500B055/SX: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS



SILVER FINISHING GOLD FINISHING 

500V050/S: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500V051/S: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500V054/S: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500V055/S: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS 500V050/G: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500V051/G: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500V054/G: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500V055/G: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS



GOLD AND SIVER FINISHING SERVING SET 

500V050/P: SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS • 500V051/P: SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS • 500V054/P: SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS • 500V055/P: SET 12 PEOPLE -75 PCS 500V052/X: INOX FINISHING - 500V052/S: SILVER FINISHING - 500V052/G: GOLD FINISHING - 500V052/P: GOLD AND SILVER FINISHING
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Cutlery box 

SET 1 PERSON - 4 PCS

x1

SET 1 PERSON - 6 PCS

x 1

SERVING SET

SET 6 PEOPLE - 24 PCS

x 6

SET 6 PEOPLE - 75 PCS

x 12 + x 1

ANY CUSTOM CUTLERY SET CAN BE MADE ON REQUEST OF THE CUSTOMER.



De’ Medici 
BRONZE GOLD FINISHING

500B143: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23
500B144: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B145:PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24
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BRONZE SILVER FINISHING AND STONE 

De’ MediciDe’ Medici

BRONZE GOLD FINISHING AND STONE

500B143: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23
500B144: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B145: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24

500B143: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23
500B144: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B145: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24



GOLD DECORATION ON SALMON BACKGROUND GOLD DECORATION ON BEIGE BACKGROUND 

ViscontiVisconti

500B043/B: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23 
500B044/B: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/B: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24

500B043/R: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23
500B044/R: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/R: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24



GOLD DECORATION ON GREEN BACKGROUND GOLD DECORATION ON TORQUOISE BACKGROUND

ViscontiVisconti

500B043/T: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23
500B044/T: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/T: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24500B043/G: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23

500B044/G: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/G: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24



GOLD DECORATION ON WHITE BACKGROUND GOLD DECORATION ON BLUE BACKGROUND 

ViscontiVisconti

500B043/B: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23 
500B044/B: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/B: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24

500B043/W: PORCELAIN DESSERT PLATE D.23 
500B044/W: PORCELAIN DINNER PLATE D.29
500B045/W: PORCELAIN SOUP BOWL D.24



3 BRONZE APPLICATIONS

De’ MediciDe’ Medici

500B042: GLASS BREAD PLATE WITH METAL ORNAMENT  -  500C042: ENGRAVED METAL BREAD PLATE  -  500C047: ENGRAVED METAL CHARGER PLATE 500B047: GLASS CHARGER PLATE D.35 WITH ONE ORNAMENT
500B048: GLASS CHARGER PLATE D.35 WITH THREE ORNAMENT



999A203 999A201 999A202

CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING 



Scaligeri

999A106 999A105 999A103999A104 999A102 999A101999A6 999A3999A4 999A2 999A1

CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING 



Estensi

PORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHING

TBT00011: 15x13

TBT00015: 27x27 - H.11



EstensiEstensi

PORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHINGPORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHING

TBT00003: 30x16

TBT00004: 44x31

TBT00005: 54x38

TBT00004: 44x31

TBT00025: D.30 - H.5



EstensiEstensi

PORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHINGPORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHING

TBT00083: 53x28 - H.14

TBT00082: 39x27 - H.14

TBT00033: 36x30 - H.9

TBT00034: 40x33 - H.10

TBT00035: 46x34 - H.9



COPPER SHINE FINISHING

FarneseEstensi

PORCELAIN AND BRONZE GOLD OR SILVER FINISHING

TBT00085: 30x17 - H.5

TBT00105: D.15 - H.35

TBB00101: D.28 - H.22

TBB00101: D.28 - H.22



CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHINGCRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING

500B032: D.11 - H.7

500B035: D.19 - H.20

500B026: D.21 - H.23

500B025: D.19 - H.16



GOLD FINISHING GOLD FINISHING

500A26: D.20 - H.24

500A25: H.15
500A21: L.20

500A30: D.24



CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING

500C128: Ø 26 - H. 30

500C126: Ø 18 - H. 26

CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING



GOLD FINISHING GOLD FINISHING

500C026/P: D.22 - H.20 500C028/F: D.12 - H.21

500C003/P

500B003

500C022

500C010/P: 66x52 

500C020/P
D.14 - H.13



500C110/B: 36x47 - H. 18

CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING CRYSTAL AND BRONZE GOLD FINISHING

500C110: 75x42 - H. 18

500C110: 120x42 - H. 18

500C110/B: 36x47 - H. 18500C110/A: 36x42 - H. 18 500C110/B: 36x47 - H. 18 500C110/A: 36x42 - H. 18 500C110/A: 36x42 - H. 18 500C110/A: 36x42 - H. 18



GOLD FINISHING GOLD FINISHING

500C012/B: 59x40 - H.25 

500C013/B: 59x40 - H.32 



GOLD FINISHING GOLD FINISHING

500C035/B: D.55 - H.70 

500C031: D.55 - H.75 
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kitchenware and gifts. Our range of products is characterized by the mix between bronze parts and crystal hand decoration.
Our work is greatly appreciated for its care to details and the ability to enrich their creations with the knowledge and contribution of the old artisans.

All the articles of our line can be customized changing the style of the bases and the shape, the color and the hand cut of the crystal.
All the articles in our catalogue are handmade and properly tested. The expert designers of the company I BIAGI they are constantly working to create new ideas, making 
use of them of the valuable collaboration of the owners.

Lucca and Florence.
This area of Tuscany is famous for its metalwork tradition, dating back to ancient 
times, metalwork used especially for the manufacture of tableware, household 
products and gift items.
The range of articles offered by I BIAGI uses a characteristic and original combi-
nation of bronze and hand decorated crystal, created respecting the traditional 
methods.
The work of I BIAGI is greatly appreciated for its attention to details and the 
ability to enrich their creations with the knowledge and contribution of expert 
artisans.
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 NOTES  NOTES




